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Abstract 

With the development of information and communication and the spread of diverse 

kinds of information and communication devices, people who can hear can acquire a 

large amount of information, but the deaf still have a lot of difficulties in acquiring and 

communicating information. The deaf have fundamentally difficulties in accessing 

information because the sign language, which is their language, is not provided in real 

time in broadcasting and contents. In the present study, methods of expression of nine 

emotions were implemented through semantic analyses and emotion profiling using the 

analyses of vocabularies necessary for the development of voice recognition based real 

time online sign language apps and grid based stream type data mining to enable emotion 

recognition based sign language expression. Finally, online sign language apps were 

developed to provide voices as sign languages thereby providing environments where the 

deaf can acquire and learn information as with people who can hear. 
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1. Introduction 

In general, the first reason why the use of sign languages is limited is that most parents 

who have children with hearing impairment do not want their children to use sign 

languages but do want their children to communicate in voice language like people who 

can hear. Although the deaf require many sign language interpreters, the number of sign 

language interpreters is quite insufficient in all institutions such as educational institutions, 

medical institutions, public institutions, and service organizations. Most of the sign 

language interpretation systems developed thus far are for conversion of letters into sign 

languages. To solve the problem with these systems, voices should be expressed in letters 

in advance so that real time interpretation is impossible. The reason why real time sign 

language interpretation is difficult is that semantic analysis and homonym processing are 

impossible and it is difficult to express the speaker's emotion properly in sign languages. 

Measures to interpret sign languages are desperately needed and real time sign language 

translation functions that can be applied immediately depending on situations are greatly 

required. In addition, methods of analysis of meanings and methods of expression of 

emotions are highly required so that the intentions of speakers can be accurately conveyed 
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2. Design and Implementation of Voice Recognition based Real Time 

Online Sign Language Apps 

In the present study, a voice recognition based real time online sign language app was 

developed to enable emotion recognition based real time sign language translation. To this 

end, in the present study, the work was performed with largely four modules: real time 

stream mining, emotion recognition profiling, sign language dictionary development, and 

sign language modeling. The real time stream mining module was designed to analyze 

vocabularies for homonym and emotion expression through stream mining techniques to 

provide accurate sign language interpretation results. The emotion recognition profiling 

module was designed to divide the expression of emotions into nine steps so that the deaf 

can recognize emotions quickly and accurately through emotion expression. The sign 

language dictionary app development module was designed to make vocabularies 

necessary for sign languages into a mini database called SQL Lite and insert it into the 

app to provide quick results. Finally, the sign language modeling was designed to enable 

easy expression of complicated sign languages using easily recognizable characters. As 

for the entire flow of the voice recognition based real time online sign language app in the 

present study is as follows. First, when voice recognition has been performed, sentences 

are pre-processed in real time to identify vocabularies so that sign language expression 

can be performed. Thereafter, grid based stream mining is performed to process 

homonyms by comparing them with the word dictionary DB. Then, sign language words 

are extracted and compared with the sign language DB to express the words as sign 

languages through the voice recognition based real time online sign language app. 

 

1) Real Time Datamining Module 

The voice recognition based real time online sign language app uses Google and the 

following voice recognition engine to extract sentences from voices or video inputs. The 

Google voice recognition engine for voice recognition uses the Android engine via online, 

and has become available offline after Jelly Bean. The Nuance SREC native engine used 

by Google is an open source voice recognition engine. However, it cannot be applied to 

the voice recognition based real-time online sign language app developed in the present 

study because it supports only English. In addition, the voice recognition activity 

developed by Daum can implement the voice recognition based real time online sign 

language app developed in the present study. However, it was excluded because it has a 

shortcoming of very low voice recognition rates. In the voice recognition based real time 

online sign language app, the voice data that came through Google's voice recognition 

module are stored as arrays and the voices are translated before being mapped on the sign 

language dictionary. The following are examples of the problems of translation 

performance due to the differences between the sign languages that are only visually 

expressed and voice languages during the word translation for sign language 

interpretation. 

E.g.,) Sentence: It is very delicious food. 

Sign language: very, delicious, food (do not fit the word order in sign language) 

E.g.,) Sentence: The snow falls from the sky. 

Sign language: sky, snow, fall. (The word snow in Korean is obscure whether it is eye 

or snow in sign language expressions) 

As such, sign language translation without ambiguity should be provided through 

homonym processing and multiple sentences should be successively translated. To this 

end, in the present study, a grid based stream mining technique was developed to analyze 

homonyms and improve sentence accuracy. 
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The stream data mining is largely divided into a grid based clustering and a stream 

pattern analyzer. When the grid based clustering is applied, context profiles can be formed 

through real time stream word classification and contextual meanings can be analyzed 

from the related words before and after double meaning words to minimize errors in 

interpretation due to ambiguity. The stream pattern analyzer builds a profile of the order 

and frequency pattern of the words in the sentence and improves the accuracy of the word 

translation profile by finding the word order and similar order word sets.  

To process homonyms, the voice recognition based real-time online sign language app 

generates appearance pattern profiles according to the context of the words and the 

concurrent occurrence frequencies of the words, and the appearance frequency profiles are 

managed as groups by word area so that the group words on the profile pattern are 

searched and extracted first to improve real time sign language translation performance. 

For instance, 

배(pear) → 먹다(eat), 배(belly) → 아프다(sick) 

The same group word profile is applied to the group words similar to 먹다 and the 

group words similar to 아프다. 

The algorithm of the stream clustering technique used in the present study is as shown 

in <Table 2-1>. The algorithm consists of four stages: update stage, partition stage, 

transition stage, and dynamic memory management stage. In a given data stream, as the 

most recent data object is generated, the algorithm is repeatedly implemented for the grid 

cell that include three stages except for the memory management stage. In the update 

stage, the statistical information on the distribution of data objects in the grid cell is 

updated. When the size of the range for each dimension is exceeded, the partition process 

is performed. The grid cell g is deleted and the statistical value of the distribution of the 

data objects is reflected in the relevant initial grid cell. The dynamic memory management 

stage is performed periodically or according to the memory usage condition. In the grid 

cell partition process, the number of data objects in the grid cell range is estimated 

according to the distribution function. However, since actual data stream does not always 

coincide with the distribution function, estimation errors occur. That is, as the partitioning 

process is performed further, the number of data objects in the divided grid cells becomes 

to include errors, and the range in which the partition has been is repeated until the unit 

grid cells are generated becomes to have such errors that have been accumulated. 

However, since the range in which unit grid cells have been generated does not perform 

any further partition process, accurate numbers of data objects become to be stored 

without any error. Therefore, the error in the number of data objects stored in a unit grid 

cell for an infinite data stream can be defined as a constant. 

 

2) Emotion Recognition Profiling Module 

People have diverse emotional changes. Much research is underway to recognize 

diverse human emotions. Diverse methods using bio-signals are used such as the central 

nervous system, the autonomic nervous system, face recognition, voice recognition, 

gestures, and texts. Many studies have been conducted to quantitatively measure emotions 

through these methods (McCheo, Whang, G. Y, Chang, S., Kim, 2004). As studies on 

quantitative measurement of emotions have been actively conducted, many emotion 

recognition systems have been developed. These systems infer emotions from the 

resultant data obtained from the user using diverse data mining techniques. Since the deaf 

deliver minute meanings through not only sign languages but also expressions and 

gestures during conversations, to express the emotions through the voice recognition 

based real time online sign language app, standards to analyze human voices to judge the 

stages of emotions and apply the results are absolutely necessary. When educational 
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institutions or medical institutions translate voices into sign languages to express 

emotions, the meanings cannot be accurately expressed if there is no stage of emotions. 

Currently, diverse voice emotion recognition methods have been developed and the 

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Support Vector 

Machine (SVM), and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) are well known voice emotion 

recognition methods. Among them, based on the study results indicating that the GMM 

method is suitable for short section characteristics parameters, the GMM method is the 

most commonly used in voice emotion recognition systems [Kim, Ji-Eun (2012), GMM 

based voice/mixed signal classification using MFCC]. The GMM method employs a 

minimum classification error (MCE) technique based on a multi-modal system and 

performs optimized emotion recognition using discriminative weight training through the 

MCE technique. For this reason, the voice recognition based real time online sign 

language app developed in the present study expresses a total of nine emotions in two 

stages for four emotions as shown in <Table 1> below. 

Table 1. Expresses a Total of Nine Emotions 

Stage Natural Angry Surprised Sad Happy 

Stage1 Natural Angry Surprised Sad Happy 

Stage2 Natural 
Natural 

Enraged 
Shocked Frustrated Ecstatic 

 

The values obtained as such are compared with the results obtained through grid based 

mining to indicate the final emotion state. The vocabularies are analyzed through voice 

recognition and the meanings are analyzed through grid based stream data mining. 

Through a pre-built sign language dictionary, the voice recognition based real time online 

sign language app implements emotions in the nine emotion expression methods with 

emotion profiling thereby enabling emotion recognition based sign language expression. 

 

3) Sign Language Dictionary Development Module 

The development of a voice recognition based real time online sign language app can 

be largely divided into two parts. The first is to develop a sign language dictionary, which 

is the part to express sign languages for relevant words, and make the sign language 

dictionary into a database, and the second is to develop an app for the smart devices 

where the sign language dictionary is implemented. In fact, the sign languages used in 

sign language implementation are divided into grammar sign languages and natural sign 

languages according to sign language components and expression methods. The grammar 

sign languages involve changes in grammatical signs or words necessary according to the 

word order of letter languages, and the natural sign languages are spontaneous sign 

languages formed according to the ideas that arose from the minds of the deaf. In the case 

of the voice recognition based real time online sign language app, the sign language 

dictionary was made into a mini database and embedded into the app. When mapping 

sentences expressed through voice recognition on the sign language dictionary, using an 

online server has advantages in scalability and operational efficiency, but it has a 

drawback of low speeds. The DB was scaled down to construct the mini DB considering 

the characteristics of the app program that must express the sign language in real time. 

Once a sign language dictionary has been built, it is made into a mini-database in the app 

and is actually developed to enable rapid translation by storing it in the SQL Lite DBMS. 
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4) Development of the Voice Recognition based Real Time Online Sign 

Language App 

The voice recognition based real time online sign language app is serviced in the form 

of app through smart devices. Recent smart device environments can be largely divided 

into Android device based environments and IOS device based environments. Although 

smart devices can be divided according to the screen sizes, since such divisions are again 

divided into detailed items according to whether they are Android based or IOS based 

considering the characteristics (screen size, etc.,) of the devices, the operation systems, 

based on which smartphones are produced, are more important. Since Android 

smartphones are used by most people in South Korea to the extent that the rate of use of 

them exceeds 85%, the voice recognition based real time online sign language app is 

developed based on Android devices. The voice recognition based real time online sign 

language app was programmed based on Java, which is a development tool that is the 

most commonly used now, and SQL Lite, which is the most commonly used on smart 

devices, was used as a database. The voice recognition based real time online sign 

language app consists of the following classes and the internal construction comprises the 

following; the CompareHangle class, which converts the initial, middle, and final 

consonants of Hangeul into filenames, or changes filenames into the initial, middle, and 

final consonants, the DBHelper class to help users use the database easily, the 

DBManager class that  manages the database, the MainActivity class that contains major 

functions of the app, the ResultListener, which is an interface for delivering data to 

Google servers and processing the results, the SplashActivity class that defines the screen 

executed first, the SWfInfo class for obtaining information of swf files, the 

TempDataManager class that stores data for the re-replay button and previous content 

replay button used in the voice recognition based real time online sign language app, and 

the Unzipper class for decompressing of  compressed files. The diagrams of the individual 

relevant classes are as follows. 

Table 2. On-Line Sign Language Interpreter Class and Schema 

No Class Name and Description Schema 

1 

CompareHangle.java 

Change the initial, neutral, and last 

names to filenames, or change 

filenames to leading, neutral, and 

trailing. 

 

2 

DBHelper.java 

It is a class that helps you to use the 

database easily. It is responsible for 

the initial creation of the table in 

the class. 
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3 

DBManager.java 

It is a class that manages the 

database. It is designed as a 

singleton. It can acquire objects 

through sharedManager (). 

 

4 

ResultListener.java 

An interface created to handle the 

results of passing data to our 

servers.  

5 

TempDataManager.java 

Class to store temporary data for 

replay, previous replay 

 

6 

SwfInfo.java 

Classes for getting information 

from swf files 
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Figure 1. The Diagrams of the Individual Relevant Classes 
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4. Verification and Analysis 

1) Verification through Sign Language Contents 

In the present study, to compare the results of the voice recognition based real time 

online sign language app with the contents of actual sign language interpreters, news, 

which are widely used in broadcasting, weather forecasting in which diverse homonyms 

are used, and a part of a well-known fairy tale for identification of educational effects 

were translated and compared with the actual contents. The sign language expressions of 

the above three contents by the voice recognition based real time online sign language app 

were presented to professional five sign language interpreters of Gyeonggi Association of 

the Deaf so that the accuracy of the sign language expression was verified based on the 

accuracy of contents, the degree of understanding, and communicability. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The voice recognition based real time online sign language app developed in the 

present study will translate in real time, the voices of people in the process of 

conversation in reality as well as in e-learning and cyber learning at distant places and 

provide the results to relieve the sense of alienation of the deaf and widen the breadth of 

their participation in social activities. To this end, technologies to recognize the voices of 

lectures in contents such as e-learning and remove noises are necessary. Finally, 

technologies to analyze finally extracted voices by vocabulary and model the results into 

sign languages are necessary. Through these technologies, the voice recognition based 

real-time online sign language app can generate contents expressed in sign languages. 

Currently, there is no institution that has the technology of real time multimedia sign 

language modeling systems using the voice recognition based real time online sign 

language app. Therefore, the competitiveness of this technology can be said to be very 

high because it enables the deaf to learn identically to ordinary people in all the contents 

produced already and diverse environments and lead everyday life. Such technologies can 

be utilized in diverse aspects such as e-learning and broadcasting as well as national 

public institutions and welfare foundations. 

If programs that consider disadvantaged groups such as the voice recognition based 

real time online sign language app are continuously developed and provided, the sense of 

distance of the deaf, who use the sign language as their first language, from people who 

can hear can be eliminated and the deaf can be educated and get along with people who 

can hear as part of social welfare policies so that the sense of difference of people who 

can hear from the deaf with different culture but living in the same space can be 

eliminated. 

When using the urban railway, it is easy to see that information on the relevant station, 

transit information, and promotions are provided in Korean, English, Chinese, and 

Japanese by guiding broadcasting. In the same vein, as an advanced country in 

information, providing sign languages for the deaf in not only urban railways but also 

banks, public offices, and public facilities can raise the status of the state not only in the 

country but also abroad. 
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